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Probabilistic Collision Risk Estimation for Autonomous Driving:
Validation via Statistical Model Checking

Anshul Paigwar1, Eduard Baranov2, Alessandro Renzaglia1, Christian Laugier1 and Axel Legay2

Abstract— A crucial aspect that automotive systems need to
face before being used in everyday life is the validation of
their components. To this end, standard exhaustive methods are
inappropriate to validate the probabilistic algorithms widely
used in this field and new solutions need to be adopted.
In this paper, we present an approach based on Statistical
Model Checking (SMC) to validate the collision risk assessment
generated by a probabilistic perception system. SMC represents
an intermediate between test and exhaustive verification by
relying on statistics and evaluates the probability of meeting
appropriate Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) based on a
large number of simulations. As a case study, a state-of-the-art
algorithm is adopted to obtain the collision risk estimations.
This algorithm provides an environment representation through
Bayesian probabilistic occupancy grids and estimates positions
in the near future of every static and dynamic part of the
grid. Based on these estimations, time-to-collision probabili-
ties are then associated with the corresponding cells. Using
CARLA simulator, a large number of execution traces are
then generated, considering both collisions and almost-collisions
in realistic urban scenarios. Real experiments complete the
analysis and show the reliability of the simulation results.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, more and more solutions for Automated
Cyber-Physical Systems (ACPS) are based on probabilistic
algorithms. Perception systems in intelligent vehicles [1]
[2] dealing with dynamic and unexpected scenarios is one
example where the use of probabilistic approaches becomes
essential to accurately confront the uncertainties in the
environment. Moreover, there is an increasing demand for
regulating and validating intelligent vehicle systems to build
public trust in their use. Yet, the analysis of safety and
reliability poses a significant challenge due to the inevitable
uncertainties on the roads. Due to the stochasticity of ACPSs,
involving multiple states and transitions between them, val-
idation through standard approaches is usually not viable.

More recently, researchers are exploring formal verifica-
tion techniques for Probabilistic Model Checking [3]. Zao
et al. have demonstrated the use of the PRISM model
checker for the verification of autonomous robotic systems
[3] [4]. Althoff et al. presented an online formal verification
method based on reachability analysis to guarantee safety,
when planing the trajectory of the automated road vehicles
[5]. Inherently, the complexity of formal methods increases
exponentially with the increase in the states of the system.
In the context of intelligent vehicle systems where states
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Fig. 1. Reproduction of a pedestrian crossing scenario using a mannequin
for validation of collision risk estimation. The environment around the
car is reproduced based on a 64-layered LiDAR and a dense probabilistic
occupancy grid output from the CMCDOT framework. Colors represent
different states for each cell in the grid: occupied static (blue), occupied
dynamic (green), empty (black), unknown area (red).

(e.g. estimation of collisions) change and evolve every time
step, exhaustively checking such properties is usually not
affordable in many scenarios because of time, complexity
and costs constraints. To overcome these limitations in highly
dynamic systems, Statistical Model Checking (SMC) has
been proposed for the evaluation of complex probabilistic
frameworks [6]. In the autonomous driving domain, a recent
work [7] presented a validation scheme based on SMC to
evaluate a decision-making approach.

In this paper, we propose an SMC-based validation scheme
to analyze the collision risk prediction provided by a prob-
abilistic perception system. Risk assessment and Time-To-
Collision (TTC) prediction are crucial information that every
autonomous driving system needs for safe and acceptable
navigation [8]. To generate such estimation, we adopt a state-
of-the-art Bayesian perception algorithm, the Conditional
Monte Carlo Dense Occupancy Tracker (CMCDOT) [9]. The
CMCDOT solves this challenging problem with a grid based
approach which avoids the pass through multi-object detec-
tion and tracking, and provides collision probabilities for
each cell in the grid [10]. The validation method makes use
of specifically defined Key Performance Indicators (KPIs),
expressed as temporal properties depending on a set of
identified metrics. By analyzing the behavior of these metrics
through both real experiments and numerous simulations in
realistic environments, a probability for the system to finally
respect the KPIs is provided by the model checker.



A particular focus has been given on intersection cross-
ing scenarios, which are among the most dangerous parts
in road networks, with more than 8% of the total road
fatalities in Europe [11]. Realistic simulations of collisions
and risky situations in intersection crossing scenarios have
been carried out in the CARLA simulator [12] and real
experiments conducted with our autonomous car (Fig. 1).
The traces of the conducted experiments are then analyzed
with a PLASMA Lab statistical model checking platform
[13]. PLASMA Lab has a modular design allowing the use of
various simulators and model checkers. The analysis of the
execution traces w.r.t. KPIs formalized as Bounded Linear
Temporal Logic formulas gives the final evaluation of the
collision risk prediction.

The key contributions of this study can be summarized as
follows:

• We present an SMC-based approach for statistical val-
idation of probabilistic collision risk estimation for
automated driving systems.

• As a case study, we used CMCDOT to obtain colli-
sion risk estimations and show how our SMC-based
approach can be adapted to validate probabilistic algo-
rithms.

• Using CARLA simulator, we show how simulations can
be parameterized to generate large numbers of execu-
tion traces reproducing realistic collisions and almost-
collisions scenarios for statistical analysis.

• We perform real experiments and quantitative compar-
isons to prove the integrity of our simulation-based
approach.

II. STATISTICAL MODEL CHECKING

Reasoning about ACPS with exhaustive techniques is usu-
ally infeasible as they require checking the desired property
in all reachable states. Due to the complex nature of ACPS
and bad scalability of methods, the validation is only possible
at a very abstract level. Furthermore, probabilistic methods
are more suitable to validate stochastic algorithms than
conventional ones [14].

Statistical Model Checking (SMC) [15], [16] is a
simulation-based technique relying on statistics that can
be placed between testing and exhaustive verification. It
answers the question of whether the property is satisfied
with a given confidence level. SMC requires an executable
stochastic model of a system. Some of the transitions of
the stochastic model are governed by probabilistic choices,
therefore executions of the model do not follow a single
trace. SMC checks the desired property on multiple traces
and returns the probability of the property to be satisfied.
Note that the property must be decidable on a finite trace.

An overview of the approach is shown in Figure 2. The
SMC algorithm takes a formalized property and the desired
accuracy. At each step, it requests a simulator to generate
several traces from the executable model. The property is
checked against each trace. If there is enough information
to find a result with the required accuracy the algorithm
terminates, otherwise the cycle repeats.

Probability

Request Traces

Property

ACPS SMC

Generated Traces
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Model
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Fig. 2. An overview of the Statistical Model Checking approach.

To give an example, Monte-Carlo algorithm can be con-
sidered as an SMC approach. It checks the property over N
random independent executions, and returns the proportion
p̂ of executions satisfying the property.

p̂ =
1

N

N∑
1

f(ex i) where f(ex i) =

{
1 if ex i |= P
0 otherwise

The number of executions defines the precision of the
answer, which can be evaluated with a Chernoff bound:

Pr(|p− p̂| ≤ ε) ≥ 1− δ

where p is the value of the probability we want to evaluate
and p̂ is the estimation we compute. The formula states that
the estimation error |p−p̂| is bounded by ε with a probability
1 − δ. In other words, the probability that the error in the
estimation is greater than ε is δ. By fixing ε and δ, the
necessary number of executions N can be computed. For
a good precision, both ε and δ shall be small, but in this
case the required number of executions N would be high.

Formal analysis requires properties to be expressed with
a formal semantics. ACPS by their nature evolve during the
execution, their traces can be considered as sequences of
system states, one state for each simulation step, and the
metrics are evolving when the execution moves to the next
state. Temporal formulas are a formalism allowing to specify
properties or KPIs keeping in account the evolution of a
system. In particular, we rely on Bounded Linear Temporal
Logic (BLTL), a bounded version of LTL [17]. Properties
are specified in BLTL with logical operators and bounded
versions of temporal operators. The former ones are used to
express a predicate on the current state and the latter ones can
define properties about bounded period of time. In this paper
we use the following temporal operators: always (G≤t φ)
requiring φ to hold in all states for the next t units of time
and eventually (F≤t φ) requiring φ to become true within t
units of time. A full definition of BLTL and its semantics
can be found in [18].

III. PROBABILISTIC COLLISION RISK EVALUATION

The collision risk evaluation is one of the most crucial
aspects of an autonomous driving system to ensure the safety
of drivers, passengers, and other road users. For this reason,
a thorough validation of this estimation is paramount.

Most of the existing risk estimation methods consist of de-
tecting and tracking dynamic objects in the scene [19], [20].



Fig. 3. Collision risk estimation of a specific cell. Both the future cell and
the ego-vehicle positions are predicted according to their estimated velocity.
The risk profile is computed for every cell, and then used to integrate over
time the total collision risk.

The simplest solution is then to estimate a Time to Collision
(TTC) by projecting the ego-vehicle and the trajectories of
other moving objects in the future [21], [22]. The limitation
of such approaches is that detection of objects, either by
classical model fitting or deep-learning-based approaches
[23], requires a predefinition of the object’s shape. As the
number and types of objects increase, detection and tracking
become difficult and costly problems to solve.

An alternative approach is provided by grid-based so-
lutions, where the estimation of the collision risk can be
computed for each cell regardless of the object it belongs
to. This grid-based approach is for instance used in the
Conditional Monte Carlo Dense Occupancy Tracker (CM-
CDOT) [9]. Directly estimating the velocity of each cell
in the grid, this algorithm predicts the position in the near
future of every cell as well as the trajectory of the ego-
vehicle. These estimations are computed over short periods,
and a probability of potential collision is provided. TTC
probabilities are then associated to the cell from which the
colliding element came from (Fig. 3). In CMCDOT, the TTC
probabilistic estimations are discretized corresponding to
collisions within 1, 2 and 3 seconds. This strategy, originally
presented in [10], enjoys the advantage of being model-free,
avoids solving the complex problem of multi-object detection
and tracking, while integrating the totality of the available
information and providing a probabilistic estimation of the
risk associated to each part of the scene. The result of this
estimation can then be used as the starting point for any
control and decision-making system. Though in [10] the
authors have presented an evaluation of their approach, a
proper validation is absent and poses a big challenge.

More generally, the CMCDOT is a generic spatial occu-
pancy tracker, which provides a dense and generic represen-
tation of the environment [24], [25] through a probabilistic
occupancy grid (see Fig. 4), based on Bayesian fusion,
filtering of sensor data and Bayesian inference. It infers the
dynamics of the scene via a hybrid representation, repre-
senting the environment with static and dynamic occupancy,
free spaces and unknown regions. This differentiation enables
the use of state-specific models, such as classic occupancy

grids for static components and sets of moving particles for
dynamic occupancy, as well as confidence estimation and
management of areas with no information.

It is, however, worth noticing that the validation scheme
proposed in this paper is not specific for this algorithm but
it could instead be adopted to validate the collision risk
estimation output by any other probabilistic solution.

A. SMC validation

To perform SMC validation, it is necessary to have: i) an
executable stochastic model; ii) appropriate KPIs related to
the system and scenarios under test expressed in the formal
semantics.

For ACPS and intelligent vehicles, in particular, simulators
are often used as an executable model. Simulators can allow
having a realistic representation of ACPS as well as of
the environment outside of the system under validation.
By modifying the initial conditions of simulations, different
executions can be easily obtained.

The collision risk estimation involves both the detection
of objects in a grid and the estimation of their velocity. As a
KPI, we decided to evaluate the collision risk within several
seconds to a potential collision. The validation involves
both positive cases (the collision is real unless actions are
taken) and negative cases (the collision is not going to
happen). The informal description of the KPI is that the
high probability of collision predicted by a perception system
should be followed by a real collision, while low probability
of collision should guarantee its absence. For the formal
description we use the following parameters and variables:

• The seconds i before the potential collision at the time
we evaluate the collision risk;

• cmcdot riski is the maximum probability of collision
in i seconds output by CMCDOT among all cells
belonging to the approaching vehicle;

• The thresholds τh and τl are the boundaries when the
collision risk is considered high and low, respectively;

• The number L of states in the longest trace;
• t is used to specify the interval within which the
cmcdot risk is considered;

• collided is True in all states after a collision has
occurred and False otherwise.

We consider two KPIs formalized as follows:
• G≤L ((F≤t collided) ⇒ (cmcdot riski > τh)). This

property states that, at any time, a collision happening
within t seconds must be perceived by CMCDOT with
a high collision risk. Any violation of this property for
t ≤ i falls into false negative case: a real collision is
not perceived in time.

• G≤L ((G≤t ¬ collided)⇒ (cmcdot riski < τl)). This
property states that the collision risk estimation must be
low in all states such that no collision will happen in t
seconds. A violation of this property for t ≥ i falls into
false positive case: a non-existent collision is predicted.

The CMCDOT framework that we consider as a case study
outputs the collision risk as a set of probability of collision



Fig. 4. Left: Simulated scenarios in CARLA with the ego-vehicle (white)
colliding with another vehicle (red) and with a pedestrian crossing the road;
Right: Simulated LiDAR sensor and corresponding dense occupancy grid
output from CMCDOT.

within 1, 2 and 3 seconds for each cell of the grid. Further,
we adapt our approach to evaluate the CMCDOT based on
this set of probabilities.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Simulation for perception

In the experiments, the validation methodology consists
of the following steps: i) for the chosen scenarios we make
multiple simulations and store traces with the information
from simulator as well as collision risks output by CMCDOT;
ii) KPIs are checked on recorded traces with PLASMA
Lab; iii) depending on the required precision, either more
traces are requested from the step i, or the KPIs satisfaction
probability is returned.

Simulations play an important role in our analysis since
they allow us to consider dangerous scenarios not repro-
ducible in reality, such as collisions, and to easily gener-
ate large numbers of trials for every considered scenario,
which is hard with real experiments. To have a realistic
reproduction of the real platform, and in particular of its
perception system, we rely on CARLA, an open urban
driving simulator [12]. CARLA provides digital assets (urban
layouts, buildings, vehicles, and pedestrians) allowing for
a realistic representation of real-world scenarios. It also
provides different sensor models that can be configured and
Gaussian noise can be added to match with actual system
uncertainties. The ego-vehicle, as well as other road users,
can easily be controlled and given desired trajectories (see
Fig. 4).

The CMCDOT requires two types of sensors: LiDARs,
which generate point clouds by measuring the time a beam
of light takes to return after hitting an obstacle in the path,
and wheel odometer. In comparison to other sensors (e.g.
cameras), simulated LiDAR data are very similar to real
data [26]. In the simulation, we appropriately position the
LiDAR on the ego vehicle, with the same data format and
the same sampling frequency as the physical sensor on our
experimental platform (Renault Zoe).

We developed a parameter-based approach through which
the non-ego vehicle class (car, motorcycle or pedestrian) and

Fig. 5. Different sets of scenarios for collision and non-collision with
ego-vehicle recreated in simulation and tested in real experiments.

initial positions and speeds of ego and the non-ego vehicle
are specified. These parameters are set accordingly upon
request from the SMC model checker. In this way a large
number of simulated scenarios are generated and tested in
a looped manner as shown in Fig. 2. The strong advantage
of this approach is the ease with which a large number of
simulated scenarios can be generated, run and analyzed.

B. Scenario description and trace details

Our simulated scenarios aim at checking the collision
risk estimated by an automated driving system at four-way
crossroads. For simplicity of evaluation, we assume that there
is only one non-ego vehicle present at the crossroad. The
ego-vehicle and non-ego vehicle both start at the same time
from a given location in the CARLA environment. A PID
controller maintains constant velocity for both vehicles while
the steering angle is fixed. In our study, we consider the
vehicles colliding either laterally or longitudinally (Fig. 5).
A scenario ends when the cars collide or the ego-vehicle
passes the intersection without any collision.

It is important to remark that these simplifications in the
scenario definition do not deteriorate the validation results for
our case study. Regarding the angle of collision, CMCDOT
relies only on 360-degree LiDAR’s data for collision risk
estimation, and the sensor model of LiDAR inherently makes
the direction of approach to other objects a trivial problem.
Similarly, as CMCDOT uses a grid-based approach, there
is no distinction between different objects, but only their
occupancy information is considered. As a result, the number
of objects in a scene also becomes an irrelevant factor.
The behavior estimation for a given object is also the same
regardless of the number of objects as these estimations are
computed at a cell-level and not for specific objects.

When the non-ego vehicle enters in the proximity of
the intersection, represented as a grid of size (56m, 56m),
the system starts recording the simulation trace. A given
trace consists of a sequence of states of the simulation for
each recorded timestamp. Each state contains the following
information: timestamp (ms), ego vehicle velocity (m/s), non-
ego vehicle velocity (m/s), max probability of collision in 1



sec, 2 sec and 3 sec, location of ego vehicle (x,y), location
of non-ego vehicle (x,y), if-collision (boolean).

C. Real-world experiments

In the real world, it is infeasible to generate a statistically
significant number of traces to evaluate the KPIs. We can,
however, analyze how close the simulation traces are to real
experiments. We collect several real traces by imitating the
collision of the ego-vehicle (equipped Renault Zoe) with a
pedestrian (by using a mannequin as in Fig. 6) and with
another vehicle (by throwing a big ball). In these experiments
we do not have access to real non-ego vehicles velocities
and positions, therefore we record only timestamps, CMC-
DOT risk values and the ego-vehicle speed. The real-world
traces are then compared with simulated ones of analogous
scenarios, where the ego-vehicle’s speed is in the range
[v− 0.5m/s, v+ 0.5m/s], with v being the real car’s speed.
To compare the risk evolution over time, we use a partial
curve mapping metric (PCM) [27] as a measure of similarity.
The PCM maps each data point of one curve onto another and
the similarity estimates the volume between mapped curves
as s = Σn−1

i=1 ((di + di+1) ∗ li/2), where n is the number
of data points on the curve, di is the distance between the
ith points of mapped curves, and li is a relative length of
the ith curve segment. Curve mapping makes this metric
unaffected by having a separate point at timestamps that may
not coincide in different traces. Also for traces of different
length, PCM chooses an offset that gives the best mapping
of curves.

V. VALIDATION RESULTS

For the KPIs defined in Section III-A, we have fixed
L = 200, since all collected traces has less than 200 states,
and the thresholds τh and τl at 75% and 50% respectively. We
have performed several experiments to determine reasonable
values for the thresholds and noticed that they can be chosen
from a large range without considerable impact on the
results. For almost all traces, when no collision is expected,
collision risk is below 20%, and after the detection of the
collision the risk is quickly raised above 80%. We keep rather
high value for the low collision risk threshold in order to
mitigate single peaks when the CMCDOT risk raises above
30% at a single point of time. The accuracy was set by
ε = δ = 0.05 in order to have an estimation error below
5% with a probability 95%. To achieve this accuracy we
needed approximately 750 simulations for each scenario.
The evaluation of each scenario took approximately 2 hours
spending most of the time on trace generation.

In order to study the dynamics of the collision risk, we
evaluate the KPIs for various values of t. In practice, for the
risk estimation in i seconds we consider a 2-second interval
[i−1, i+1] for t. We expect to have a high CMCDOT risk if
t < i and low CMCDOT risk otherwise. Thus, the first KPI,
stating that a collision happening within t seconds implies
high CMCDOT risk, should be satisfied for values t < i.
For the evaluation of this property we used t in the interval
[i − 1, i]. On the contrary, the second KPI, stating that no

collision in less than t seconds implies low CMCDOT risk,
should be satisfied for values t > i. We used t ∈ [i, i + 1]
for the second property.

For our experiments, we have taken into account cars,
bicycles, and pedestrians. The results do not present any
significant difference depending on the chosen class, showing
that CMCDOT can equally detect small vehicles (bicycles
and pedestrians) and larger ones (cars). In the following, we
provide combined results from all these classes of vehicles.

Fig. 7 shows the KPIs evaluation - the probability of
a property to be satisfied - depending on the parameter t
for traces corresponding to a static ego vehicle. In the top
plot, one can notice that the rise of the collision risk is
often delayed: only at t = 0.6 seconds, all traces have
high collision risk in 1 second. The bottom plot shows that
in case of no expected collision in 1, 2 or 3 seconds, the
CMCDOT algorithm rarely raises the corresponding collision
risk, i.e. no false-positive predictions of collisions or very
early predictions. The experiments also show that whenever
a collision is predicted, the collision risk does not drop
afterward. This fact is partially reflected by monotonicity
of curves on the plot.

Fig. 8 shows the results when the ego vehicle is moving.
As expected, the 1-second prediction is better than 2 or 3
seconds predictions. We can see that the correct prediction
rate dropped to 95% for the 1-second risk estimation and
to 90% for 2-seconds estimation. The second KPI has also
shown a worse prediction. Investigation of the traces showed
that the drop of precision is mostly caused by border-case
scenarios when vehicles barely miss or barely touch each
other. These cases are hard to predict since any minor
imprecision of perception can cause a wrong prediction.
Also, few traces have drops of collision risk for 2 and 3
seconds in isolated points.

To summarize, the collision prediction is accurate in case
of a static ego vehicle independently of the size of the
other vehicle, though there is a delay in risk raising. In the
case of a moving ego vehicle, there are simulations that are
not predicted correctly, nevertheless the 1-second prediction
results correct in 95% of cases.

A. Evaluation of real-world experiments

The traces recorded during the real experiments have been
finally compared with the ones corresponding to similar
scenarios simulated in CARLA. While recreating real tests
with clear collisions or no-collisions scenarios is easy, the
near-miss scenarios are more challenging to reproduce. These
cases are much more sensitive to several factors, such as
changes in the velocities of the vehicles, and we were not
able to find a reliable way to conduct experiments clearly
matching simulated scenarios. For this reason, in this work,
we do not consider this class of scenarios for our analysis.

For all except one real-world traces, we were able to obtain
a PCM metric below 1 with respect to a simulated trace.
Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the collision risk for the real
trace and the simulated one for an instance where all the three
pairs of curves for 1, 2 and 3 seconds had low PCM metric,



Fig. 6. Illustration of one of the experiments performed with INRIA’s autonomous car. The scenario reproduces the car colliding with a pedestrian
(mannequin) crossing the street. Top: camera view from the car. Bottom: the environment as seen by the LiDAR and the CMCDOT collision risk grid.
The sequence from left to right represents different time stamps. Colors represent probability of collision in 3s (red), 2s (yellow) and 1s (white).

Fig. 7. Evaluation of KPIs with a static ego vehicle. X-axis represents the
KPI parameter t - the interval within which the cmcdot risk is considered.
Y-axis shows the statistical probability of the KPI to be satisfied.

specifically below 1 for the 1-second curves and below 2.5
for 2 and 3 seconds predictions. Considering all the possible
sources of noise and instability in velocities, a perfect match
between the two curves cannot be expected. However, the
obtained results show that in most of the cases the collision
risk estimated by CMCDOT over time in simulation closely
reproduced the real world. Another relevant discovery is that
in the real-world traces, the risk raise happens earlier than in
simulated traces. This could suggest that the risk raise delay
noticed in simulated traces might be exclusively caused by

Fig. 8. Evaluation of KPIs with a moving ego vehicle. Axes as in Fig. 7.

delays in the simulator.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we tackled the challenging problem of
validating probabilistic algorithms for intelligent vehicles to
ensure safety in autonomous driving scenarios. In particu-
lar, we presented an approach coupling Statistical Model
Checking and simulations to validate the collision risk es-
timation provided by a perception-based algorithm. After a
suitable definition of KPIs via logic formula to be fulfilled,
several execution traces have been generated in simulation
considering realistic models of vehicles and sensors. Results



Fig. 9. Comparison of real-world and simulated estimations. Curves show
CMCDOT risk in i seconds for real and simulated traces.

for both collision and almost-collision scenarios have been
provided analyzing the estimations generated by a state-
of-the-art solution, the CMCDOT algorithm. Furthermore,
real experiments recreating similar scenarios have been con-
ducted in a controlled environment and the recorded data has
been compared to simulations to show their robustness and
ability to reproduce real-world scenarios.

In the future, we intend to continue this analysis both
in simulation and in real scenarios. In particular, we intend
to better study the border-case scenarios where the vehicles
pass extremely close one each other without generating any
collision. These are the most complex cases to predict and a
specific analysis should be carried out.
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